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• Ethnocentrism may have a basis in evolution
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• Build computational models and simulate 
them

• Use tools from evolutionary game theory to 
model interactions between agents

Method
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Hypotheses:
- Direct hypothesis
- Free-rider suppression
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• Ethnocentrism evolves in a very simple model

• Low cost of cognition for phase transition 
suggests ethnocentrism is not robust against 
cognitive complexity

• Cognitive mechanism must be
– Really inexpensive, or

– Be in place already

• Ethnocentrism maintains higher levels of 
cooperative interactions: should we rethink or 
biases?

Conclusion



Future Directions

• Are there simple non-spatial models that encourage 
ethnocentrism (or the green-beard effect)?
– In some restricted cases mutation might be enough

• Is ethnocentrism restricted only to the PD?
– Current evidence suggests ethnocentrism is a very general 

effect

• Can we make more realistic models of the agent’s 
cognitive states and processes?
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